DRAFT SCHEDULES OF TARIFF CONCESSIONS

Note by the Secretariat

1. As indicated in paragraph 2 of document MTN/TAR/W/52, each participating government, the schedule of which would be annexed to the Geneva (1979) Tariff Protocol, should have circulated, not later than 1 June 1979, its draft schedule of tariff concessions to the countries with which it had negotiated.

2. The secretariat has been informed that the following countries have circulated their draft schedules accordingly:

   Canada          Norway
   Czechoslovakia  Romania
   EEC             South Africa
   Finland         Sweden
   Hungary         Switzerland
   Iceland         United States
   Japan           Zaire

3. Other participants who intend to have schedules annexed to the Protocol are requested to transmit them promptly.

4. It is recalled that the period of verification will expire on 22 June 1979.